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Abstract: Co-branding has become a vital strategy in the fashion marketing industry. The strategy involves collaborating with other brands to jointly innovate new products. This paper looks at the positive and negative aspects of co-branding. Taking the co-branding initiatives by Gucci as a case study, this paper makes the following findings. Co-branding helps brands to grow as long as both the two collaborating brands have unique strengths that make them better together. Such strengths may include market reach, brand awareness and reputation, and technical know-how. However, co-branding may produce unintended negative consequences when one brand suffers a negative brand image, which ends up getting transferred to the co-branding partner. Furthermore, either of the collaborating brands may lose its original brand image due to the influence of the partner brand. In the case of Gucci, it is found that the co-branding initiatives have resulted in mutual benefits for Gucci and its partners, but the strategy should not be extended for a long duration, as this is a risk factor for brand dilution.
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1. Introduction

Co-branding has become a common phenomenon in the fashion industry. Brands hope to generate higher revenue and additional sales channels through co-branding. Most brands are no longer satisfied with only producing a single product, but are more eager to innovate through cooperation with other brands to achieve higher returns. Co-branding is a sales strategy, part of a strategic alliance, which uses the names of multiple brands for one or more products or services [1]. For example, the recent cooperation between some luxury brands, Balenciaga and Gucci, Gucci and Adidas, etc., has had a huge impact on fashion brand companies, and it is also an innovation in the sense that the joint cooperation between two brands or the act of combining two or more brands can create some new products. This paper takes Gucci, a fashion group, as an example to discuss, and uses a SWOT framework to analyze the opportunities and constraints encountered in co-branding initiatives. Under the effect of this co-branding cooperation, this paper can bring relevant enlightenment to the company through examples and comparisons that illustrate the different impacts co-branding can bring to enterprises.
2. An Introduction to the Co-branding Strategy of Gucci

2.1. The Cooperation Between Gucci and Balenciaga

In order to meet the needs and preferences of consumers, some fashion brands have begun to carry out joint brand cooperation and innovation with other brands. For example, Balenciaga and Gucci, compared with the previous products of the two brands, have made more changes to make consumers feel new. Balenciaga and Gucci have cooperated since April 2021. After that, Gucci’s 2021 revenue increased by 42% compared to its 2020 revenue [2]. The launch of cross-border cooperation between the two fashion brands has created records and engagement on major social media platforms, and has helped these two brands achieve outstanding growth in the 2021 quarter. It can thus be shown that the purpose of co-branding is to attract more customers through the combination of two brands, and to maximize the strength and prestige of each brand. This partnership is very important for opening up new markets and boosting marketing opportunities [3]. This kind of sales strategy may increase the attention of consumers, and they may purchase a new innovative product because they like one of the base brands. The joint relationship can also bring great benefits to the brands of both parties, as it will satisfy some consumption needs. When cooperating with a stronger brand, the weaker brand can use the customer loyalty of the stronger brand to increase its own brand's revenue. Balenciaga and Gucci also belong to a competitive relationship. Under this competitive relationship, the two brands chose to cooperate to bring huge advantages to both brands.

2.2. The Cooperation Between Gucci and Adidas

Evidence shows that competitors can engage in both cooperative and competitive relationships and benefit from both, so it is important to emphasize both aspects of cooperation and competition [4]. For example, in recent years, Gucci has cooperated not only with Balenciaga but also with the famous sports brand Adidas. As a luxury brand, Gucci chooses to cooperate with sports brands. Such cooperation in different fields has produced a series of chain reactions. This kind of cooperation provides more exposure for both brands. Sports brands like Adidas can also improve their brand image when they cooperate with luxury brands like Gucci. Compared with similar products of a single brand, co-branding can not only improve the product itself but also improve the service level and sales potential [5]. Adidas has also improved its brand status by cooperating with high-end brands. After Adidas and Gucci announced their partnership in June, Gucci’s online search volume increased by 286% within the first 48 hours after the release. As seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2, the brand equity of Gucci (+3.0) and Adidas (+3.2) increased in the month after the two brands cooperated [6].

Secondly, Gucci and Adidas have different positioning. Gucci is a famous luxury brand, but Adidas is a sports brand mainly producing sports products. The cooperation between the two is undoubtedly a new kind of innovation. However, Gucci’s cooperation with Adidas has also attracted a voice of doubt from consumers. The cooperation of brands with different positioning may have some impact on customers who believe that Adidas has lowered the positioning of the Gucci brand. A BBC article reported that a Gucci-Adidas parasol would sell for 11,100 yuan (£ 1,329) in China, prompting an outcry from consumers [7]. However, the rise of the assets of Gucci and Adidas shows that most consumers will not stop their consumption desires because of a single product. A strong brand seems to be easier for the public to pay attention to its information. Furthermore, the frequency of strong brand advertising may create a more favorable chain reaction, even if it does not actively process the relevant information of the brand, and consumers may be affected by it. The attention and trust of strong brands will be higher [8]. Additionally, when clothing brands are carrying out this kind of co-branding influence, it is very important to choose the partner, so when the company chooses
the partner, it needs to be more rigorous, and focus on the co-brand cooperation. Brand exposure and profitability are combined and innovated through two different styles of design.

Figure 1: Brand Equity for Gucci and adidas June 2022 [6].

Figure 2: Brand Equity for Gucci and adidas July 2022 [6].

3. SWOT Analysis on the Co-branding Strategy of Gucci

In recent years, joint brand marketing has gradually become a popular marketing strategy. Most companies choose to produce different types of company brands from their own brands to carry out cross-border cooperation. Next, Gucci will be taken as an example to make a related SWOT analysis.

3.1. Strengths

The strength of such co-branding cooperation often attracts more customer groups and customer traffic. Co-branding can also integrate the characteristics and concepts of both brands to create new products. Cooperating parties can enjoy the different customer resources of both parties. They can establish a diversified brand image. Often, brand image is also a kind of confidence and opinion that can provide consumers with trust in the quality of products produced by the organization, as well as provide consumers with the integrity of the organization's products [9,10]. It can be seen that the brand image will also bring different values and influences to the brand. And the cooperation between Gucci and other brands can increase its own brand sales and product profits, and at the same time, greatly improve the brand's popularity and increase its customer base.

3.2. Weaknesses

But at the same time, this kind of joint brand has certain problems, because the two brands will affect each other. If one of the brands has a bad public opinion, the other brand will be adversely affected. In co-branding, consumers may react to a brand because a product is associated with a controversial brand, causing the original brand to lose its original market credibility [11]. In terms of the disadvantages of co-branding, Akram asserts:

"It develops confusion in the minds of customers. It is risky for both the amalgamating brands. It is difficult to find out USP of a particular brand after amalgamation. It may create a disparity between the two brands and may affect partner brands negatively. Brand equity of one brand may be harmed due to negative consumer experience of another brand [11]."

For example, BURBERRY could not put the final game skin on the shelves because of the "Xinjiang Cotton" incident at that time. Therefore, when Gucci chooses a brand partner, it also bears certain risks. Such cooperation is largely unstable, and it is also vulnerable to the influence of the
other brand, which will have a negative impact on Gucci. Collectively, these adversely affect the brand's own product image, sales, and profit, and cause a loss of customer groups. Secondly, when a luxury brand such as Gucci enters a joint cooperation, the price of the products it launches is much higher than most other ordinary products, and it is a limited-time production. Most customers may find it difficult because of the high price. As aforementioned, the single product launched in the cooperation between Gucci and Adidas caused dissatisfaction among netizens because of its high price.

3.3. Opportunities

The third point is that Gucci’s co-branded sales move can bring more opportunities for itself, and may attract other brands in different fields to cooperate with Gucci, and launch new products to expand sales. Designers of the two brands can communicate with each other to achieve the purpose of innovation. Secondly, they can use each other's brand awareness to promote Gucci's own products.

3.4. Threats

In the end, the joint brand marketing strategy like Gucci is not known to be implemented only by Gucci. Many of the same luxury brands have also launched joint brands, such as Louis Vuitton and NIKE, Louis Vuitton and supreme, and Fendi and Versace. Therefore, there are many competitors of Gucci in the joint brands.

Although the marketing strategy of co-branding can bring great exposure and sales growth to a brand, this marketing strategy is also easily influenced by the interaction between brands. However, in terms of the uniqueness of products, some brands seem to be more inclined to those who insist on making their own products, such as TORY BURCH. In the past 17 years, TORY BURCH has maintained its own brand logo and design concept, through the consistency of its brand, get the love of your customers. A strong and recognizable brand is helpful to ensure the company's future business, growth of the brand's own value, and ultimately higher financial returns [12]. Notably, not all companies are willing to co-brand other brands. Some brands already have enough market share and customer brand loyalty. They do not need to co-brand to get more customer groups and exposure. They hope to use their original design to maintain relationships with customers. Some brands have even turned down joint invitations with other brands. For example, the German classic shoe brand BIRKENSTOCK once refused to cooperate with SUPREME. Birkenstock CEO Oliver Reichert made the following statement regarding his refusal to cooperate with Supreme: "There's no benefit for us except prostitution because this is just prostitution." It can be seen that they want to maintain their own brand design and development philosophy, and this decision also improves recognition from loyal customers. A brand with a long history and a clear market definition does not need to jump on the fashion bandwagon for the sake of short-lived fashion hype. In this highly collaborative market environment, it can sometimes lead to creations that are difficult for either brands or creations that even damage the brand [13]. Brand propositions like BIRKENSTOCK are the opposite of Gucci, which shows that co-branding cooperation is not suitable for every brand.

4. Conclusion

The sales strategy of co-branding has gradually become the mainstream in the current market. Under the influence of the market environment, most brands are willing to cooperate with other brands. Brands can achieve innovation through such a sales strategy. At the same time, this also reflects that innovation plays a very important role in the market, as it generates competitive advantages [14]. This point of view may be recognized by most brands. Through cooperation and innovation between brands, more competitive advantages can be obtained to achieve the greatest benefits for brands and
enterprises. It can be seen that innovation is also very important for enterprises and brands [14]. This paper takes Gucci as a case study and conclusions can be drawn that Gucci achieves the purpose of innovation through cooperation between brands. It can be seen that it is very effective. Gucci has cooperated with other brands between 2021 and 2022 to achieve sales growth and increase brand exposure. But this kind of cooperation is also risky. Brands like Balenciaga have had some scandals before, which may also affect the sales of Gucci's original customers. Therefore, an enterprise must be more careful when choosing a brand cooperation partner, and identify whether the potential partner brand is worthy of cooperation from different directions and has more prospects in future cooperation. Gucci has cooperated with two different brands continuously in just two years, and this move may affect some customer groups who like Gucci's original design. While co-branding may bring huge benefits, the original customers of Gucci may give up their love for the brand because of the loss of Gucci's original design concept. It is difficult to ensure customer loyalty in this situation. Therefore, the joint marketing strategy of Gucci is not suitable for long-term use. Gucci should still focus on the innovation of the brand itself, which may attract more consumers.
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